Community Part II

Gifts, to participate for the well being of the place with your possibilities, respecting the others and yourself as well as the place itself. There are people coming and leaving, some are coming once, others choose this place as a part of their „home-planet“. Responsibility is growing naturally and taken over by individuals, who feel connected and want to share their knowledge.

Invitation

We welcome you as a human being to share your beauty, to reconnect to yourself and to find trust in the growing field of a community of humankind. We are open to co-create with you the future of this place.

In the moment we are open to get to know a garden lover, who wants to develop the grassland into a magical, beautiful little paradise.

About us

We are a Belgian-german couple with three children and spent the last five years on this beautiful island, developing it to its present form and energy. We are happy to build up one star in the shining field of future places, spread around the earth to bring into reality peace, beauty and cooperation.

Get in touch

FEDERHOF

If you are interested to know more, visit or support FEDERHOF, please contact us at:

federhof@neue-raeume.com

Join our channel on Telegram
https://t.me/FEDERHOF

Located

FEDERHOF is located in upper Bavaria, between Munich and Allgäu.
Adress: Burggenerstraße 27, Schwabbruck
Introducing FEDERHOF
A unique farm house with stunning view and a lot of silence is open and welcoming you to
- retreat: to reconnect to yourself in a silent surrounding
- experience community for the time, you are here or for repeating visits and specially for
- Children and young adults to grow up and develop freely

Children and young adults
FEDERHOF is an inspiring place for children and young adults. It welcomes families, vagabonds, travellers, who accompany their children freely, without school. It provides a space for young adults (16-20 years) to live, learn and experience themselves in a secure and yet very autonom space.
For the group of families/travellers, we offer spaces to stay with your Van/Camper/Tent for a period up to 2-3 months.

We offer the garden, care taking of animals, farm life, playgrounds, and an inside room as well as a workshop for playing, learning and creativity. The children and their parents are creating together the caretaking, offers, daily routines, rules and community. There is no teacher or pedagogue foreseen as an expert.
The young adults group is living in their own spaces (Yurts, common sleeping room) and have their tasks to organise themselves, taking care of the space they use and can receive help, supervision, input by friends or elder ones.

Retreat
The earth is changing and so are we, our bodies want to adapt to the new light and consciousness of this times. So in all aspects: personally, socially, spiritually. In this times it is needed to step out of the cities, collective fields of fear, chaos, separation and to enter a space of unity, peace and creativity. Federhof offers different spaces to have a resilient timeout, either in little rooms or in one of our Waggons or with your own Van, tent, etc.. The garden, the sacred source, the healing water, the presence of light beings offer a calm surrounding to ground yourself and attune to the changes in the earth and cosmos.
If wanted, supporting offers can be provided: personal coaching/ breath work/ Trauma healing/ communication with nature/ Rituals/ sacred fire/ floating tank.

Community
We are the members of a new, universal community of human beings, free and connected by our hearts, not by religion or countries, where we we come from. To learn living in this new form of community FEDERHOF is a common-good. Every human being coming, staying, feeling part of FEDERHOF is learning to flow with the changing and the needs of the place and its beings. It is a challenge to feel your own needs and to know your